We give a complete characterization of affine term structure models based on a general nonnegative Markov short rate process. This applies to the classical CIR model but includes as well short rate processes with jumps. We provide a link to the theory of branching processes and show how CBI-processes naturally enter the field of term structure modelling. Using Markov semigroup theory we exploit the full structure behind an affine term structure model and provide a deeper understanding of some well-known properties of the CIR model. Based on these fundamental results we construct a new short rate model with jumps, which extends the CIR model and still gives closed form expressions for bond options.
Introduction
It is well known that the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) short rate model possesses an affine term structure (ATS) P (t, T ) = e −A(T −t)−B (T −t)rt , see [5] . Conversely, it has been shown in [3] and [7] that any diffusion (and hence continuous) nonnegative short rate process r = (r t ) t≥0 providing an ATS is necessarily of the CIR type. All these proofs are based on Itô calculus, not taking into account the rich and strong structure behind an ATS. However, interest rates do not evolve continuously over time. Any model yielding solely continuous trajectories t → r t (ω) should be considered only as a simplified description of the real behavior of the interest rates. Coherent models include jumps.
In this paper we characterize the class of all (including non-continuous) nonnegative Markov short rate processes r which yield an ATS. Indeed, we start with any time homogeneous progressively measurable Markov process r on R + which satisfies the natural condition that t 0 r s ds is finite a.s. for all t. Assuming an ATS, we then show -using Markov semigroup theory -that r is necessarily a Feller process with generator
where α, b , β, m(dy) and µ(dy) are parameters to be specified below (see Theorem 5.3). On the first line stands the continuous CIR part. On the second line there enters the jump part. The Levy measure, as well as the diffusion and the drift part, are seen to depend linearly on the state variable x . Such processes are known as (stochastically continuous) conservative CBI-processes (continuous state branching processes with immigration) and have been well studied, among others, by Kawazu and Watanabe in [16] .
Conversely, any operator A of the above form generates in a unique way a conservative Feller process r on R + providing an ATS model. Thus we establish a one to one correspondence between the class of conservative CBI-processes (describing branching phenomena) and Markov short rate processes implying an ATS, respectively.
For valuing interest rate sensitive instruments indispensable is the pricing semigroup
We identify Q t in terms of the Laplace transform of its transition function q t (x , dy). Thus by Laplace inversion we get (in principle) closed form expressions for all European claims f (r t ). This explains a known fact of the CIR model.
We also restate a result from Shiga and Watanabe [21] that any conservative CBI-process is infinitely decomposable and vice versa. This considerably extends and clarifies another well known fact behind the CIR model, namely the additivity property of the squared Bessel processes
see [18, Chapt. XI.1]. As a byproduct we observe that any conservative CBIand hence any infinitely decomposable -process is a semimartingale. Based on these fundamental results we fully work out a non-continuous short rate model which extends the classical CIR model and still gives closed form
